
Archives Team Meeting 

June 10, 2020 

Present (via Skpe meeting): John Hosford, Laura Habecker, Laurie Lounsberry Meehan, Natalie Skwarek 

The focus of the meeting was to discuss plans for re-opening in the fall and how we need to adjust. 

Laurie identified four areas to specifically focus on for discussion: cleaning, service to patrons, accepting 

donations and student workers. 

Everyone agreed that we strongly prefer to be the ones to clean the Archives and Special Collections (a 

more thorough cleaning at the start and then ongoing cleaning and sanitizing of work spaces and 

frequently touched surfaces). Laurie will look for information from professional organizations and craft a 

message to share with Brian, Mechele and the Facilities staff. Cleaning agents are harmful to the 

materials in the collections which need different treatment than the rest of the library. 

Much of what will be done in the Archives and Special Collections will mirror the plan for access to 

library spaces/services and the overall building as well as teaching classes. We expect to have an 

increased need to provide digital resources and remote services. The primary method of contact will be 

via email, online and phone rather than in-person. Signage and information on the website will need to 

be added. 

Laurie and Natalie will determine how to safely have student workers in the Herrick area, following 

expected protocols for cleaning, staggered schedules and social distancing. It’s possible both Archives 

will be asked by Public Services for projects that can be worked on by student workers from that area. 

Physical donations will need to be quarantined for a set number of days yet to be determined (again, 

will most likely follow the library lead for collection material). 

We will follow up this discussion at the next meeting with the assumption that more concrete 

information will be available about the re-opening of the libraries and the university. 

Next meeting: July 8th @ 10 am 

 

 


